Overview
Steptoe’s tax policy team has been involved in tax reform efforts from the early stages, tracking efforts, lobbying for specific provisions, helping clients navigate and understand the impact of the new legislation, and advocating before Treasury for regulations and guidance to help address ambiguities in the legislation. Our team brings together the highest levels of technical tax knowledge, including those who have served in senior-level tax policy positions within Treasury, and top-tier advocacy skills of our government affairs team, who have an extensive network of relationships on Capitol Hill, to advance our clients’ positions.

Tax Reform Analyses & Insights

- “Tax Reform Analysis: Conference Committee Tax Bill Released” (December 16, 2017)
- Summary of Provisions in Final Tax Reform Bill Impacting Exempt Organizations

Steptoe’s *Daily Tax Update* provides news and analysis of the latest developments in US and international tax law.
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News & Publications

PUBLICATIONS
The New US International Tax Rules: What You Need to Know About GILTI, FDII, BEAT etc.
MNE Tax
January 22, 2018
By: Amanda Pedvin Varma

MEDIA MENTIONS
Bloomberg BNA Quotes Lisa Zarlenga on Cryptocurrency Trades in Tax Bill
December 21, 2017

CLIENT ALERTS
Conference Committee Tax Bill Released
December 15, 2017

MEDIA MENTIONS
Law360 Quotes Phil West on International Tax Provisions in Tax Bill
December 12, 2017

MEDIA MENTIONS
Bond Buyer Quotes Micah Green on Using Managers’ Amendments for Tax Bill
November 29, 2017

MEDIA MENTIONS
Bloomberg BNA Quotes Phil West on Tech, Pharma Impact Under Tax Bill
November 7, 2017

PUBLICATIONS
House Blueprint for Tax Reform Pushes Consumption Taxes Onto Center Stage
Shifting Away From 1986-Style Reform, the Drama is Definitely in the Details
Tax Executive
September 30, 2016
By: Lisa M. Zarlenga

CLIENT ALERTS
House Unveils Blueprint for Tax Reform
June 24, 2016
By: Amanda Pedvin Varma, Lisa M. Zarlenga

MEDIA MENTIONS
Bloomberg BNA, Tax Notes Quote Lisa Zarlenga on F Reorganization Rules
March 16, 2016
Events

SEMINARS & EVENTS
Tax Reform: How Exempt Organizations Could Be Affected
January 31, 2017
Speakers: Jason Abel, Scott A. Sinder, Lisa M. Zarlenga
The Dupont Circle Hotel
1500 New Hampshire Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20036

WEBINARS
Tax Reform Passed; Now What?
February 6, 2018
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Tax Reform Passed; Now What?
January 31, 2018
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Speakers: Philip R. West, Micah S. Green, Gregory N. Kidder
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